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The convergence of meteorology and media creates a complex 
landscape from which the weather story must be told with accuracy 
while using language and visual aids to address audience needs in 
a balanced manner.  As a weather media event, Hurricane Katrina 
demonstrated the dual role of weathercasting as both a function of 
dissemination and translation of scientific information, and a form of 
risk communication.   
Although advanced hurricane forecasting has led to more accurate 
predictions and longer lead times, this has not translated into 
increased hurricane preparedness among affected households.  
The popular notion that accurate forecasting will lead to improved 
individual preparedness and more resilient communities is 
inaccurate, especially in cases of high-impact events such as 
hurricanes. In contrast, this research posits that social attitudes and 
behaviors toward weather emergencies may be most influenced by 
media.   
Despite the growing number of weather information dissemination 
methods available to the public, television news remains the 
primary media source for most of the general U.S. population.  In 
the case of severe weather events, news channels experience a 
significant spike in viewership as individuals seek to understanding 
what is happening and how to ensure their safety.  Hence what one 
learns about weather disasters and how to prepare for them, is 
largely obtained through media.  Weathercasting creates a 
symbolic environment of observational learning.  In this 
environment broadcast meteorologists communicate both weather 
and risk information through weathercasts.   
This study seeks to examine if weathercasts framed hurricane 
preparedness through visual representation and how this may or 
may not reduce efficacy barriers.  Additionally, the study explores 
how the use of frames in weathercasting could lead to a 
fundamental social change toward weather preparedness. 
 
 
 
Today in the U.S. the greatest risk to public health and safety are 
natural disasters.  Over 80% of all public emergencies are the 
result of extreme weather.  A prepared citizenry is necessary to 
mitigate property damages and reduce the risk of bodily harm. 
Adequate preparation for high impact weather emergencies 
requires an on-going planning process that involves understanding 
the threat, knowing what precautions to take, and having access to 
resources. Understanding how audiovisual aids can enhance 
efficacy beliefs, weathercasts could be a most effective means by 
which to inform, enable, and motivate preparedness behaviors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Communication research has shown mass media effects 
to have a profound impact on sociocognitive processes.  
Mediated messages carry information that affect and 
shape social practices.  These messages are interpreted 
through four major subfunctions of social modeling.  
Social cognitive theory posits that observational learning 
is most effective when modeling shows the process by 
which a desired behavior is accomplished.  This increases 
self-efficacy and the likelihood of the behavior being 
adopted.  Disaster research often examines media from 
the aspect of public use and as a communication tool 
during a hazardous event.  This research will focus on 
media attributes and factors that contribute to 
preparedness behavior performance. 
 
 
Do weathercasts frame the issue of hurricane 
prparedness leading up to landfall? 
 
Do weathercasts provide viewers with visuals 
representatiions that model hurricane preparedness 
behaviors?       
 

 
 

Design 
Based on a conflict-systems framework, the study uses an interpretivist 
approach to explore and contextualize visual representations of preparedness 
actions in weathercasts.  Drawing from the social cognitive theory and framing 
as a theory of media effects, this study will explore how local and national 
televised weathercasts present the issue of preparedness and the potential 
correlation to viewers’ perceived efficacy.    
 
Methodology 
A content analysis will be performed on weathercasts from four television 
news stations (local and national) during Aug. 23-29, 2005.  Using mixed-
methods, frame elements of the audiovisual text will be coded and analyzed 
for whether it included a preparedness perspective.   
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